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An Introduction to the Foundations of Education
1985

teachers are torchbearers leaders who impart knowledge truth or inspiration to others pamela farris joined by patricia
rieman in the latest edition of this exceptional foundations text clearly demonstrates how teachers bear the torch the
authors well researched approach provides both positive and negative aspects of education trends their generous use of
examples shows how teaching and schooling fit into the broader context of u s society and how they match up with other
societies throughout the world farris and rieman s lively writing style instills teacher education candidates with a lucid
understanding of such topics as philosophy and history of education national trends requirements of becoming a teacher
teachers salaries how schools are governed and funded demographic changes and expectations for the future differences in
rural and urban schools and use of technology detailed lists of a variety of websites provide additional resources anecdotes
of professionals in the field authentic voice narratives with frank insights into real world teaching experiences punctuate the
text boxed scenarios concentrate on important issues and educators energize readers interest and stimulate proactive
thinking other outstanding features are the book s affordability and versatility instructors can easily assign all or a portion of
the chapters to fit course needs

Teaching, Bearing the Torch
2013-12-12

why teach who are today s students what makes a good teacher educational foundations an anthology of critical readings
aims to answer such questions by helping new and future teachers develop habits of critical reflection about schools and
schooling before entering the classroom editors alan s canestrari and bruce a marlowe feature an array of provocative
engaging authors who as teachers principals and policy shapers provide the latest perspectives in the field the thoroughly
revised fourth edition features an array of bold new essays discussing today s most relevant issues including diversity school
safety data in schools and teacher strikes



Foundations of Education
1983

a modern and comprehensive introduction to the field foundations of education makes core topics in education accessible
and personally meaningful to both undergraduate and graduate students pursuing a career as a teacher or administrator in
clear and direct prose authors leslie s kaplan and william a owings offer readers the breadth of coverage scholarly depth and
conceptual analysis of contemporary issues in education that will help them understand the field the authors situate issues
in education within a broad social context and then ask readers to connect these issues back to their own experiences as
students teachers and constituents so they understand the many roles education plays in modern society in addition to
classic coverage of foundational topics such as educational philosophy history reform law and finance the newly revised
third edition features a special emphasis on social justice issues considers key debates around today s education trends and
underscores the theory and practice behind meeting the needs of all learners

Educational Foundations
2020-08-05

covering a variety of topics about education including history policy finance sociology reform movements curriculum and
various professional and multicultural issues this text offers readers an understanding of the field and a base on which they
can build

Foundations of Education
2021-08-24

more than any other field in education the social and cultural foundations of education reflect many of the conflicts tensions



and forces in american society this is hardly surprising since the area focuses on issues such as race gender socioeconomic
class the impact of technology on learning what it means to be educated and the role of teaching and learning in a societal
context the encyclopedia of the social and cultural foundations of education provides a comprehensive introduction to the
social and cultural foundations of education with more than 400 entries the three volumes of this indispensable resource
offer a thorough and interdisciplinary view of the field for all those interested in issues involving schools and society key
features provides an interdisciplinary perspective from areas such as comparative education educational anthropology
educational sociology the history of education and the philosophy of education presents essays on major movements in the
field including the free school and visual instruction movements includes more than 130 biographical entries on important
men and women in education offers interpretations of legal material including brown v board of education 1954 and the gi
bill of rights explores theoretical debates fundamental to the field such as religion in the public school curriculum rights of
students and teachers surveillance in schools tracking and detracking and many more contains a visual history of american
education with nearly 350 images and an accompanying narrative key themes arts media and technology curriculum
economic issues equality and social stratification evaluation testing and research methods history of education law and
public policy literacy multiculturalism and special populations organizations schools and institutions religion and social
values school governance sexuality and gender teachers theories models and philosophical perspectives a visual history of
american education

Educational Foundations
1896

foundations of education makes core topics in education accessible and personally meaningful to students pursuing a career
within the education profession the third edition offers readers the breadth of coverage scholarly depth and conceptual
analysis of contemporary issues that will help them gain a realistic and insightful perspective of the field



Foundation of Education II
1991

educational foundations second edition explains today s schools for those who are trying to picture themselves within the
education profession the book makes educational foundations topics relevant and personally meaningful to both young
learners and mature adult learners while also offering the comprehensive scope scholarly depth and conceptual analysis of
contemporary issues that will help readers understand the field and transition smoothly into their career this new edition
includes a greater emphasis on intasc and common core state standards and incorporates a number of new features that
enable readers to gain a realistic and insightful perspective of the education profession important notice media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version

Introduction to the Foundations of Education
2008-10-29

this book offers a perfect balance of knowledge base pedagogy and curriculum content delivered with practical learning
tools and activities so you can help your students develop movement skills that foster healthful habits including engaging
kinetikidz characters that demonstrate technically correct form for 121 movement elements and that help children move
more feel good and think better

Encyclopedia of the Social and Cultural Foundations of Education
1975

building on the success of his 1992 collection foundations of ministry over 17 000 sold michael anthony offers introducing
christian education to fill the need in the c e curriculum for an introductory foundations textbook one that provides an



overview and understanding of the broad range of subjects included in c e for college and seminary use thirty one chapters
are offered under the following sections 1 foundations of c e 2 developmental perspectives of c e 3 educational implications
of c e 4 organization administration and leadership 5 c e applied to the family and 6 specialized ministries contributors
include robert pazmiño jim wilhoit julie gorman klaus issler and ted ward from the foreword by lester c blank jr introducing
christian education will become a major resource text for church leaders and christian education leaders who are professors
of christian education it will be a valuable resource in my personal library the desired outcome will be psalm 78 72 he cared
for them with a true heart and led them with skillful hands

Concepts in Primary Education
2022-01-21

excerpt from the foundations of education the foundations of teaching are not to be sought absolutely complete in any
school curriculum or in any series of directions to school teachers there are many important matters both in teaching and in
schooling which lie outside the printed schedules for teachers and the textbooks for students not only do they lie outside but
they lie deeper they are matters fundamental and yet they hardly can be stated in official directions much less classified still
the neglect of them as if they were side issues is quite largely responsible for many of the weaknesses in our educational
product the purpose of this book is mainly to impress upon both the teacher and the parent the grave importance of certain
of these matters as foundations of teaching no one will claim that we have yet attained perfection either in method or result
we spend vast sums of money we claim the devotion of a great army of men and women in the schoolroom great minds are
bestowing their very best thought and no one would withhold a particle of this treasure this consecration this energy yet we
are confronted with evils which education has not eliminated and faults in our national character which seem rather to grow
than abate it were presumptuous of me to propose a panacea for all our educational ills about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections



successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Foundations of Education
2015

highly respected in the introduction to educational foundations market foundations of education provides a comprehensive
overview and analysis of topics and material typically taught in foundations courses this text is written for the student who is
preparing for a teaching career and needs to understand the key educational issues and policies affecting american
education the comprehensive and substantive coverage includes all foundational areas social philosophical historical
political economic curricular and legal new features in the tenth edition provide a greater emphasis on the theme from pre
service to practice helping the authors fulfill their goal of preparing students for their careers connecting to certification
sections prepare students for their certification exams and from preservice to practice case studies highlight real world
classroom practices for the first time our award winning cl video cases are fully integrated throughout foundations of
education feature boxes and correlations used throughout the chapter direct students to view the videos on the passkey
protected website the videos further students understanding of key foundational concepts while allowing them to view real
life classrooms in action important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version

Foundations of Education
1998-04

the american teacher is a comprehensive education foundations text with an emphasis on the historical continuity of
educational issues and their practical application in the classroom aspiring teachers enter the classrooms with an innate
optimism and the challenge of the american teacher is to engage them and to provide meaningful direction to channel their
idealism by reconnecting individuals with their society community and workplace this engaging text provides education



students with a grounding in their profession and an understanding of how important social and political issues affect
educational practice

The Foundations of Education
2014-02-28

an engaging book for professional educators and an ideal textbook for certificate masters and doctoral programs in
educational technology instructional systems and learning design foundations of educational technology second edition
offers a fresh interdisciplinary problem centered approach to the subject helping students build extensive notes and an
electronic portfolio as they navigate the text the book addresses fundamental aspects of educational technology theory
research and practice that span various users contexts and settings includes a full range of engaging exercises for students
that will contribute to their professional growth and offers the following 4 step pedagogical features inspired by m d merrill s
first principles of instruction tell primary presentations and pointers to major sources of information and resources ask
activities that encourage students to critique applications and share their individual interpretations show activities that
demonstrate the application of key concepts and complex skills with appropriate opportunities for learner responses do
activities in which learners apply key concepts and complex skills while working on practice assignments and or projects to
be created for their electronic portfolios the second edition of this textbook covers the core objectives addressed in
introductory educational technology courses while adding new sections on mobile learning moocs open educational
resources big data and learning analytics along with suggestions to instructors and appendices on effective writing
professional associations journal and trade magazines

Foundation of Education I
2010

why is the understanding of the fundamentals of american education important to today s teachers explore this book for



answers to this fundamental question and gain an understanding of how the evolution of education impacts today s teaching
and learning become a highly qualified teacher by connecting theory and practice and by examining the philosophical and
historical roots of education its current structures and the future of the field this 5th edition invites the reader to reflect on
historical issues consider and respond to current educational issues and become a professional highly qualified teacher

Educational Foundations
2018-06-19

educational foundations in canada takes a comprehensive look at the sociological philosophical historical legal and political
factors that impact classroom experiences embedded throughout this discussion are practical insights and advice drawn
from the authors own extensive teachingexperience this thought provoking and thorough introduction is an indispensable
resource for teachers both during their pre service years and throughout their careers

Teaching Movement Education
2015-06-12

foundations of education is organized around the major problems facing contemporary american education it offers a
thorough scholarly treatment of these problems from historical philosophical and sociological perspectives bringing together
relevant findings from those disciplines to analyze and illuminate a wide range of issues each chapter focuses on a core
topic including race gender equal opportunities school governance to give students a solid overview providing intellectually
sound material that offers real depth and challenges students to think creatively packed with exercises discussion questions
international case studies for comparative purposes and supported by a fully up to date companion website this is a text
that responds to current developments changes and trends in teacher education foundations of education will prepare a new
generation of educators for a globalized and technology driven society that needs to be aware of its best educational
traditions its current problems and its future possibilities



Introducing Christian Education
2017

designed specifically for students with little or no education background thinking about schools is an essential collection of
classic and contemporary readings that provides a complete balanced overview of educational foundations anchored in
classic scholarship from the 1960s to today this book also incorporates a number of thought provoking popular essays that
will engage students and encourage critical thinking about vital issues concerning the purpose of education curriculum
content the roles and responsibilities of students and teachers and new directions for education in the twenty first century in
addition to selecting each reading for its impact and accessibility editor eleanor blair hilty further promotes student
comprehension by including introductions discussion questions guides to further reading and related resources for each of
the five parts provided by publisher

The Foundations of Education
1969

foundations of education essential texts and new directions helps aspiring teachers interpret the craft of teaching within the
historical philosophical cultural and social contexts of education inside and outside of schools as a traditional social
foundations reader it focuses on the origins of the social foundations disciplines but it also includes contemporary pieces
that directly impact students lives today through these carefully curated readings students will grasp the complexity and
connection between contemporary issues in education part i contains essential texts selections from works widely regarded
as central to the development of the field which lay the basis of further study for any serious student of education part ii
looks at multidisciplinary directions of current foundations of education scholarship an introductory essay by the editors and
discussion questions throughout the text further highlight the selections continued importance and application to today s
most pressing educational issues by addressing the past present and future of social foundations this volume contends
skillfully with ever shifting education policies and school demographics



Exploring Education
1995-01-01

this book highlights decisions governments have to make about their public education systems the options they have before
them and the consequences of their decisions as well as covering issues such as values curriculum teacher training
structures and so on the book addresses education planning for epidemics pandemics and disasters education systems
provide the foundations for the future wellbeing of every society yet existing systems are a point of global concern
education system design is a response to debates in developing and developed countries about the characteristics of a high
quality national education service it questions what makes a successful system of education with chapters that draw on
experience in education systems around the world each one considers an element of a national education service and its
role in providing a coherent and connected set of structures to ensure good education for all members of society key topics
include existing education systems and what a future system might look like inclusion and social justice leadership and
teacher education policy options and the consequences of policy changes this book suggests an education system be viewed
as an ecosystem with interdependencies between many different components needing to be considered when change is
contemplated it is a vital book for any stakeholders in educational systems including students teachers and senior leaders it
would be particularly useful to policy makers and those implementing policy changes

The Foundations of Curriculum-making
2007-10-10

this book provides a philosophical foundation to the theory and practice of education from the indian perspective it is guided
by an axionoetic approach to education and therefore it deals with the epistemological foundation and value orientation of
education the author discusses the ontological epistemological logical ethical and axiological bases of education in a holistic
and integrated manner the author maintains that education is a planned methodical and purposive enhancement of human
potentialities as a natural development this presupposes correct and adequate formulation of the objectives and goals of



education as per the needs and aspirations of pupils education also equips individuals for a good quality of life keeping in
view the applied dimension of philosophy this book analyses practical issues of moral education like character building value
negativism in the context of education it also deals with issues concerning peace sustainable development sustainable
judicious consumption etc which should have a bearing on educational policies and programmes

Foundations of Education
2010-06-21

this text is designed for pre service teacher educators in their first year of study at the university the book introduces a
variety of theoretical approaches to children s learning and development which offer a comprehensive basis on which an
understanding of teaching and learning can be developed well renowned theories of vygotsky and piaget provide an
overarching view of the ways that children s learning and development occurs the theories related to intelligence
information processing and metacognition look into children s general and individual cognitive capacities and the ways that
they can be accounted for in creating effective learning environments a variety of the theories of socio emotional
development offer a conceptual framework for creating a positive classroom climate supportive relationship and the
development of children as self regulated learners the content is presented in an approachable manner with numerous
practical examples and strategies for putting the theories into action each chapter is provided with a list of guiding questions
to assist in focusing the students study

Foundations of Education
2015-06-19

a unique cross disciplinary critique of the foundations of special education covers legal conceptual medical pharmacological
neuropsychological social behavioural cognitive psychotherapeutic psycholinguistic technological and pedagogical
foundations provides examples of how each foundation provides insights or practical contributions to special education



generally and to specific disabilities and disorders in particular delivers information across all major types of disorder
disability in a single volume creating a must have reference for anyone involved in special education training research or
teaching

The American Teacher
2007

preface the nature of educational evaluation a framework for evaluation educational objectives relating evaluation
procedures to objectives gathering evidence about learner performance monitoring the implementation of the program
program costs gathering supplemental information design and conduct of evaluation studies sampling considerations
analyzing and interpreting evaluation information evaluation and decision making reporting the results of evaluation studies
contemporary educational evaluation index

Foundations of Educational Technology
2004

Foundations of American Education
2014-11-18



Foundations of Education
2011-06-30

Educational Foundations in Canada
2018

Foundations of Education
2022-10-11

Thinking about Schools
1925

Foundations of Education
2011



The Foundations of Education
2020-11-27

Outdoor Education
2018-07-16

Education System Design
2013

Philosophical Foundations of Education
2009-04-03

Educational Foundations
1977



Foundations of Special Education
1976

An Introduction to the Foundations of Education. Instructor's Manual
1990-09-25

Foundations for Teaching English as a Second Language
1990

Evaluation in Education

Understanding Schools
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